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1. Introduction:!
!

PatternUnlock offers highly versatile theming possibilities. Themes are easy to create and 
this guide will take you through the process of making a theme for PatternUnlock!!!
A PatternUnlock theme does NOT require WinterBoard! If you're submitting your theme to 
a Cydia repo then make sure that WinterBoard does't get added as dependency to your 
theme.!!!

2. Visual Structure:!!
A PatternUnlock unlock screen consists of two main parts: The option bar (only visible 
when enabled in the settings panel) and the dot views:!
!

!!!
!
!
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3. Files:!!
Themes are made up of several image files which need to be present in both retina (@2x) 
and non retina resolutions and a metadata file which contains information about the volors 
and the connection line between dots. All files need to be stored in a single folder. The 
folder's name will represent the theme's name. !
All theme folders need to be placed in /var/mobile/Library/PatternUnlock!!

All files in a theme are: (All png files need to be present in normal and @2x option)!!

!! !!!!!!

File Name What the file is used for

Metadata.plist The metadata file, see Metadata.plist below 

Normal.png The single dot image for the normal state where there is no user interaction. This image 
should not exceed 106px in height and width (212px for retina images)

Highlighted.png The single dot image for dots that have been selected by the user. This image should 
not exceed 106px in height and width (212px for retina images)

Success.png The single dot image for successful pattern entry for dots that have been selected by the 
user. This image should not exceed 106px in height and width (212px for retina images)

Error.png The single dot image for incorrect pattern entry for dots that have been selected by the 
user. This image should not exceed 106px in height and width (212px for retina images)

NumberPad.png The image for the right button on the option bar which will allow the user to switch to the 
default passcode entry

Back.png The image for the left button on the option bar which will allow the user to cancel the 
pattern entry

Emergency.png The image for the central button on the option bar which will allow the user to make an 
emergency call

Highlighted-Arrow.png The Highlighted.png image which will be rotated in the direction of the connection line. 
This can be used to show an arrow in the direction of the connection line. (Optional)

Success-Arrow.png The Success.png image which will be rotated in the direction of the connection line. This 
can be used to show an arrow in the direction of the connection line. (Optional)

Error-Arrow.png The Error.png image which will be rotated in the direction of the connection line. This 
can be used to show an arrow in the direction of the connection line. (Optional)

Background.png The background image which is placed on top of the background color and below the 
dots and the connection line (see 4. Structure of the dots, backgrounds and connection 
line). This image needs to be 320x320px (640x640 for @2x). (Optional)

Metadata-iPad.plist The metadata file to be used on iPad devices to allow different looks on iPads. 
(Optional)
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3.1 Metadata.plist:!
Metadata.plist and Metadata-iPad.plist are both stored inside the theme's root folder (just 
as all the image files). The metadata files contain information about the connection line's 
style, behavior and color as well as the background color of the pattern unlock view.!!

The keys and values in the metadata file are:!!

!
All color values are comma separated RGB A (Red, Green, Blue, Alpha) values. The RGB 
values are 0-255 color values. The Alpha is the opacity and goes from 0-1. An example 
value would be: 230, 100, 54, 0.6!!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Key Value

LineWidth The width of the connection line. If this value is not set the line width will be 0

CircleRadius The distance of the connection line from the center of each dot. If the value is 
not set the distance will be 0

BackgroundColor The background color (see "Structure"). If this value is not set then the color will 
be clear

HighlightedColor The connection line color while entering a pattern. If this value is not given then 
the color will be clear

SuccessColor The connection line color for successful pattern entry. If the value is not given 
then the color will be equal to the HighlightedColor

ErrorColor The connection line color for faulty pattern entry. If the value is not given then 
the color will be equal to the HighlightedColor
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4. Structure of the dots, backgrounds and connection line:!!
PatternUnlock has 4 different layers with different themable content, from the bottom layer 
to the top layer they are:!!

!!
5. Structure of the Option Bar!

!
The Option Bar (See 2. Visual Structure) is made up of 2 layers, from the bottom layer to 
the top layer they are:!!

!!
6. Summary!

!
Using all the above info you should be ready to make your own theme for PatternUnlock 
and publish it on cydia! As a reference to completely understand PatternUnlock's structure 
you may want to take a look at this example theme: exampletheme.zip

Layer What it does/what it is

Background Color Set in the metadata file, allows transparency (see 3. Files and 3.1 
Metadata.plist)

Background Image Stored in the Background.png file, allows transparency so the background 
mage can visually interact with the background color (see 3. Files)

Connection Line Connection line between selected dots and/or the current finger position (the 
behavior can be changed in the settings bundle). Its colors and width are all set 
in the metadata file (see 3. Files and 3.1 Metadata.plist)

Dots The images for the dots are stored in different png image files and the dots' 
appearance changes according to the sate (Normal, Highlighted, Success, 
Error)  (see 3. Files)

Layer What it does/what it is

Background Color The same Background Color as used for the dot views. Set in the metadata file, 
allows transparency (see 3. Files and 3.1 Metadata.plist)

Action Buttons The 3 different action buttons. They are: Back Button, Emergency Call Button 
and Number Pad Button (see 3. Files)
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